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Abstract. In this work we present a microwave sensor for noncontact monitoring of liquid level at high temperatures.
The sensor is a high gain, directional conical lensed horn antenna with narrow beam width (BW) designed for operation
over 10 GHz – 15 GHz. Sensor design and optimization was carried out using 3D finite element method based
electromagnetic (EM) simulation software HFSS®. A rectangular to circular waveguide feed was designed to convert
TE10 to TE11 mode for wave propagation in the conical horn. Swept frequency simulations were carried out to optimize
antenna flare angle and length to achieve better than –10 dB return loss (S11), standing wave ratio (SWR) less than 2.0,
20q half power BW (HPBW) and 15 dB gain over 10 GHz – 15 GHz. The sensor was fabricated using Aluminum and
was characterized in an anechoic test box using a vector network analyzer (E5071C, Agilent Technologies, USA).
Experimental results of noncontact level detection are presented for boiling water in a metal canister.

INTRODUCTION
Non-contact level measurement at elevated temperatures is a common industrial requirement for process
monitoring. Contact methods such as mechanical measurement [1] and capacitive sensing [2] have limited use due
to poor accuracy and sensitivity to operating conditions. Non-contact ultrasonic method proposed for room
temperature environment has challenges at elevated temperature as sound waves are sensitive to temperature and
pressure variations [3]. Electromagnetic radiation in the microwave spectrum is insensitive to temperature and
pressure variations and is proposed as a potential non-contact level measurement technique for industrial
applications [4]. In microwave level detection, an antenna is used for sending and receiving EM waves. As the
waves travel through the medium, a part of EM energy gets reflected from boundaries with change in EM wave
impedance. With the knowledge of EM wave velocity and round trip time delay in reflection measurements, the
location and extent of the discontinuities can be measured. In this work we have designed a conical horn antenna
and developed an experimental setup for non-contact measurement of liquid level. The organization of this paper is
as follows. The design, fabrication, characterization of the conical horn antenna and comparison with simulation
results are presented under sensor design. Experimental setup for liquid level measurement and results at room and
elevated temperatures are presented for boiling water in a metal container under measurements section. A summary
of our work is presented in Conclusion section.

MICROWAVE SENSOR DESIGN
A conical horn antenna operating over 10 GHz till 15 GHz was chosen in our work. The wavelength at this
frequency range (3 cm and 0.6 cm) provides sufficient resolution to detect reflections from liquids with dissimilar
wave impedance. The gradual flaring of the conical horn fed by a circular waveguide transforms the cylindrical
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wave front to spherical wave front at the horn aperture. Thus, impedance mismatch is relatively lower for the conical
horn than pyramidal horn. Moreover, fitting of dielectric lens for wave collimation is easily possible with conical
horn than pyramidal horn. Thus, a lensed conical horn antenna with high gain and narrow beam width over a narrow
band of 10 GHz – 15 GHz was designed for level detection. The first rigorous treatment of fields radiated by this
family of antenna was done by Schorr and Beck [5]. The radiation characteristics of conical antenna were studied by
King [6]. The antenna consists of two sections namely the radiating aperture and the wave guide feed. The design
parameters of the radiating structure were horn aperture diameter ( Dm ), horn length ( L ) and wave guide diameter
( d 2a ) as shown in Fig.1. The frequencies supported by the conical horn were determined by the modes
propagating inside the circular waveguide given by Eqns. (1) and (2) as,
'
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where f c indicates the cut-off frequency of the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes, xmn
is

nth zero of the derivative of the Bessel function J m (ka ) of the first kind and order m, xmn is n th zero of Bessel
function of the first kind and order m . The Bessel function zeros x ' m n and xmn for the dominant TE11 and TM01
modes were extracted using Bessel function table [7]. In our design, horn waveguide diameter, d was selected such
that the cut-off frequency of the lowest dominant mode, i.e. TE11 occurred at 9 GHz. Thus, TE11 propagation was
well formed at 10 GHz and TM01 propagated from 13.2 GHz ( 1.1 f c ) onwards along with TE11. The lower cut off
frequency of the conical horn was set as 10 GHz and the upper frequency was set as 15 GHz to support only two
orthogonal modes (TE11 and TM01) propagation with least signal distortion. The horn parameters namely Dm and L
were selected using 3D Finite Element Method (FEM) based EM simulation software, HFSS ® (Ansys Corp,
U.S.A). A 3D parametric model of the conical horn developed in HFSS as shown in Fig 2. The circular waveguide
feeding the conical horn was excited with TE11 and TM01 waveguide modes. The 3D antenna model was optimized
for power reflection coefficient less than -10 dB, voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) less than 2.0 and at least 15
dB gain over 10 GHz – 15 GHz.

Quartz
lens

FIGURE 1. Conical horn geometry.

FIGURE 2. A 3D model of conical
horn in HFSS.

FIGURE 3. Cross section
view of waveguide feed

The waveguide (WG) feed for the conical horn was designed using a rectangular to circular waveguide transition
optimized in HFSS®. Figure 3 shows the cross sectional view of the waveguide transition. The WG transition
converts the dominant rectangular waveguide mode (TE10) into circular waveguide modes (TE11, TM01). These
modes launch an outward travelling spherical wave front in the radiating cone. The length of the transition was
optimized using HFSS such that power reflection is less than -10 dB, VWSR is less than 2.0 and Gain > 15 dB from
10 GHz till 15 GHz.
The 3D CAD files of the optimized conical horn and WG transition were fed to a CNC machine to fabricate the
conical horn antenna. The cone length and diameter were 0.117 m and 0.1 m respectively. The antenna was
fabricated using 6061grade Aluminium alloy. The rectangular waveguide was fed with WR75 waveguide to coaxial
adapter. The antenna performance was evaluated using a vector network analyzer (VNA), Agilent Technologies,
U.S.A. (E5071C Model). Figure 4 shows the comparison between simulated and measured antenna power reflection
coefficients. Measurements were performed in an anechoic test chamber. Figure 5 shows the comparison between
simulated and measured VSWR of the conical horn. From Figs. 4-5, it can be observed that the antenna
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measurements meet the design criteria of better than -10 dB power reflection coefficient and VSWR less than 2 over
10 GHz to 15 GHz. The measurements are in good agreement with simulations.

FIGURE 4. Antenna power reflection coefficient.

FIGURE 5. Antenna VSWR

NON-CONTACT LIQUID LEVEL MEASUREMENT
Figure 6a shows the experimental setup for verification of the proposed non-contact liquid level measurement
technique. Preliminary level measurement experiments were carried out for boiling water in a metal canister. The
metal canister is a general purpose domestic water heater fitted with a copper coil near the bottom surface and a tap
for draining water. The temperature gradient inside the water column was continuously monitored using an array of
K type thermocouples connected to data acquisition board controlled by a laptop computer (Fig. 6b). The placement
of thermocouples is illustrated in Fig. 6c. The lensed conical horn antenna was positioned downwards facing the
open metal canister as in Fig. 6 using a wooden holder with a sliding mechanism. The antenna was connected to the
VNA using a 3 meter long flexible 50 : coaxial cable. With the help of VNA, frequency of the continuous wave
coupled to the antenna was swept from 9 GHz till 17 GHz in steps of 0.125 GHz for input power of -3 dBm. The
calibration plane of the VNA was extended till the end of the coaxial cable connecting the antenna to the VNA. EM
wave reflections from the antenna, propagating free space containing water heater were recorded by the VNA. The
ratio of incident and reflected voltage waves were used to measure the reflection coefficient, S11 and power
reflection coefficient, S11

2

for the frequency sweep. Superposition of the continuous wave (CW) reflection

measurements in frequency domain were transformed to time domain using inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT)
to determine their time of arrival. The spatial location of the reflections in time domain were determined using the
time of flight equation, D (0.5) 't (c0 / H r ) , where c0 is EM wave velocity in free space, H r relative permittivity

of the medium and 't is the time delay between the selected time domain reflections.
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FIGURE 6. (a) Non-contact liquid level measurement setup, (b) data acquisition units, (c) thermocouple locations.

Figure 7a shows the temperature profile inside the water as the heater reached steady state. The temperature
measurements recorded during the experiments indicate a stable temperature distribution inside the boiling water.
The fluctuations in thermocouple sensor-D placed farthest from the water surface (270 mm) is due to convective
current. Figure 7b shows the time domain reflected signals obtained by inverting frequency domain reflection
measurements over 10 GHz till 15 GHz for steady state water temperature (89 qC). The lift off distance ( d 1 ) was
varied from 660 mm till 60 mm in steps of 100 mm and measurements were recorded for the boiling water. In Fig.
7b, in addition to the target liquid, we observe multiple reflections which are due to EM wave reflection from
antenna feed, interface between antenna and lens, and lens and free space. These static background reflections can
be removed by subtracting the reflection measurements obtained for the empty metal canister. From the time of
flight between the antenna-air interface and reflection from water level, the estimated liquid level is 675 mm
compared to 660 mm. The error in level measurement is due to the ambiguity in location of the reflected signal
peaks. This can be reduced with a wider band width and/or higher frequency of operation. As the antenna is
lowered, reflection from the water surface occurred closer in time due to decrease in distance, d 1 . Measurements
were also repeated at room temperature (33 qC) for comparison with high temperature measurements. The difference
in the measurements at two different temperatures is negligible. Thus, it demonstrates that microwave is not
influenced by operating conditions such as temperature and pressure variations and is well suited for non-contact
level measurement in harsh environment.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 7. Non-contact liquid level measurement. (a) Temperature depth profile of Thermocouple boiling water inside metal
canister, (b) time domain reflections of water level at room (33 qC) and high (90 qC) temperatures.
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CONCLUSION
A non-contact microwave based liquid level measurement technique is investigated using conical horn antenna
for industrial applications. Unlike single frequency of operation, a range of frequencies were used to gather the
reflections from the target. Swept frequency measurements were processed to determine the time of arrival of the
reflections from the discontinuities in the measurement environment. Level measurements gathered for boiling water
in a metal canister proved that this technique could be used for non-contact measurement of liquid level at elevated
temperatures. Reflections in the measurement caused by the background could be effectively subtracted for
automated detection of the target location. From the knowledge of the wave velocity in the probing medium, it is
also possible to detect layer formation. From the preliminary results, we conclude that microwave based non-contact
liquid level measurement is worth pursuing for industrial applications.
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